ABSTRACT: The paper presents the method of quantitative detection and evaluation of the corrugated pipes' grouting density. To this purpose many tests were carried out by using the impact-echo method. In the paper, we got the stress propagation paths of impact-echo in the corrugated pipes and established an internal cavity estimation model based on the time curve of the impact-echo. In the experimental model, the defects of the corrugated pipes were set up by artificial means which were divided into 5 levels: the full density, 3/4 density, 1/2 density, 1/4 density and all empty, then using the impact-echo tested the corrugated pipes' grouting densities. The results show that the estimation model of internal cavity estimation model can be used to quantitatively evaluate the degree of density of the corrugated pipes, the curves' correlation of the theoretical value of the model calculation and the experimental data is R=0.9426 which indicate that the two curves fit well.
INTRODUCTION
With the progress of science and technology, bridge construction got rapid development in our country [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , and prestressed concrete structures with advantage of structural safety, reliable quality, and anti-cracking performance, were gradually taken care by people, and applied to various kinds of large buildings. Especially after Second World War, the global shortage of steel resulted in wide application in bridge construction of prestressed structure. In recent years, more than 95% domestic new bridges are prestressed concrete bridge [6] . Prestressed corrugated pipe is an important part of the prestressed system, and the grouting quality directly affects the reliability of the prestressed structure. Corrosion degree of metal materials under high stress condition is much higher than the state without stress [7] , and steel strand will corrosion even rust off [8] [9] [10] [11] , which will seriously affect the normal work of the prestressed structure. Research has shown that, the reason of corrugated pipe hole grouting imperfect is complicated and varied, as a concealed work of the hole grouting, construction quality is difficult to judge effectively and how to carry on the nondestructive testing of corrugated pipe with close-grained degree is a problem in engineering industry at home and abroad.
As the elastic wave, impact-echo using the propagation of elastic wave to detect internal defects of structure is suggested by NIST and Cornell University. At present, as a kind of commonly used method to estimate the defect of concrete, masonry structure, the impact-echo method is widely used in the field test [12] . Scholars conduct the experimental study of impact-echo method in concrete structure [13, 14] , through the finite element method to simulate the defects and explain the spectrum curve by new methods [15] [16] [17] . It also has a breakthrough in the study of impact-echo detection at home, such as staffs of Nanjing Hydraulic Research Institute first research, de-velop and apply this method for the assessment of the thickness of concrete structure and defect, but it is just for the study of the duct grouting compactness of qualitative judgement and evaluation, which still has no breakthrough in the aspect of quantitative detection. Overall: the research of the impact-echo method at home and abroad are mainly concentrated in the concrete slab thickness, defects, etc., and the duct grouting compactness of quantitative detection is not mature yet [18, 19] , under the background that attention of the prestressing duct grouting quality is gradually strengthened in the high-speed development of the bridge construction in our country, and the method of impact-echo will become an important means of nondestructive detection of grouting quality [20] .
This paper establishes large-scale model tests, uses empty estimation model for numerical simulation, and adopts impact echo-plane testing for the detection of grouting compactness. Considering the plane test is applied more than general detection method of engineering application, this article strives to analyze the rule of the impact echo time domain curve and density between channels through testing data, for precise quantitative evaluation of duct grouting compactness, which provides important reference data for practical engineering testing.
DETECTION PRINCIPLE

The concept and principle of the impact-echo method
The impact-echo is a kind of elastic wave, and sound waves can be divided into longitudinal wave, shear wave and surface wave (among them, longitudinal wave velocity (CL) > shear wave velocity (CS) > surface wave velocity (CR)). In the process of transmission, CL ≈ 2CS, CR ≈ 0.9CS for general material. It needs more attention that, the velocity of impact-echo inside the metal is 1.3 times of concrete, considering the metal corrugated pipe wall is thinner, impact-echo wave speed is faster, so its influence can be neglected [21] . The impact-echo method is mainly applied on the transient impact load of a medium surface, analysis of acoustic reflection and scattering phenomenon in the medium. The object is longitudinal wave and the reason is that: (1) In bulk medium transmission, longitudinal wave cannot be affected, while shear wave and surface wave do not have this property; (2) Transmission path of longitudinal wave is in parallel direction with particle vibration and present circular surface of vibration wave which could be more intuitive to the performance of the impact-echo wave propagation in the medium condition. So impact-echo method can be more accurate and fast to confirm the maximum phonatory time of sound waves around the hole surface defects and the maximum phonatory time of sound waves reflected back to the receiver. It gets a different sound signal when impact-echo communicates through different compactness of duct channel in the concrete structure. Through the defect in the different degree of hole, the propagation path of impact-echo has evident difference, and its propagation path is shown in Figure 1 .
Based on the impact-echo method, establish empty estimation model and estimate the size of the hole. It's important to note that empty estimation model establishment is the premise of circular internal defects. Empty hole with T, R transducer sketch is shown in Figure 2 . The thickness of L for concrete members is measured as the distance measured. Taking into account the corrugated tube in the middle of the plate thickness, the distance from the center of the cavity defect is the half of the thickness of the concrete slab. The distance between the signal transmitter and the receiver is set as DTR. The definite wave velocity of impact echo is V. The measured value of the first wave of the shock echo reflected wave is t1 and the theory of diffraction wave sound when the value is t2t. The theoretical value of the cavity radius is Rt and makes the two dotted line to express the auxiliary line to derive the computation. The schematic diagram of the model 3D is as follows: Figure 3 . Three-dimensional model.
According to the known conditions for data analysis:
is known, and solution of the critical distance and angle can be achieved.
According to ∠ TBO=90 and the trigonometric function result of LTB, a formula to calculate be:
It is obtained by the triangle function relation
It is solved by the formula
According to the path of diffraction curve analysis, it can be obtained t2t about t1 relation:
Through the establishment of empty estimation mode and according to the reflection wave sound, it can be calculated with hole radius theoretical value of R and first wave sound t2t of diffraction wave. Determine the measured first wave sound of diffraction wave in the measured data with t2, analyze of the relationship between the theories of the first wave soundtiming of diffracted wave with the measured values, and get a coefficient between theoretical value and the measured values with . According to this coefficient and the theoretical value of hole radius Rt, the size of the measured of hole radius can be calculated with R. What calls for special attention is that, considering the particularity of empty estimation mode with the plane testing method, it will be no longer applied to the model when impact-echo through dense hole and numerical calculation could solve it directly.
3 THE MODEL TEST
Model making and testing instruments
The large-scale model test uses model of concrete C50. Equip with a small diameter of 16 mm and positioning structure of reinforced steel reinforcement treatment on bellows to ensure corrugated pipe position away from the concrete specimen surface equally [22] . Setting the bellows duct defects by artificiality which are divided into 5 levels: full-compacting, 3/4-compacting, 1/2-compacting, 1/4-compacting and completely empty, and ensure more than 50cm effective detect length of each grade corrugated pipe. In the process of corrugated pipe grouting, seal one of corrugated pipe end, grout to corresponding compactness and seal another pipe end, at last, make the corrugated pipe horizontal and maintenance. After waiting for internal solidification of corrugated pipe, splice together and bind the different compactness of corrugated pipe, as shown in Figure 4 . The full view, cross section cutting view of threedimensional model which simulates 18cm thickness of concrete plate component, is shown in Figure 5 . The large-scale model test instruments are ZBL-U520 non-metallic detector of Beijing ZBL Science and Technology Co., Ltd., and the technical parameters is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . ZBL-U520 Non-metallic detector (us).
Parameter data Sampling period 0.05~400/14Adjustable gear The accuracy of sound-timing 0.05 Measure range of sound-timing 0~629000 The data signal delay 6 Figure 6 . ZBL-U520 Non-metallic detector.
Testing point layout and parameter analysis
Draw a line in the concrete specimen surface according to the position of corrugated pipe which in strict accordance with the longitudinal spacing 1cm of point set. This experiment is based on the basic principle of the impact-echo method, considering the influence of different wave velocity for the test results. Before the test, it needs to test the impact-echo wave velocity using the same strength and same time plain concrete component as the concrete members, and the field calibration wave velocity is 4400 m/s. Considering the high precision for the model test data, the uneven of concrete block surface due to man-made causes, coupling agent and so on can affect the accuracy of the measured data. Focusing on the problem, each measuring point collects 4 times in the process of acquisition to ensure the data accurate.
Test results
At present, it is still in the stage of scientific research at home and abroad about quantitative detection of prestressed duct grouting quality and it is almost blank in the aspect of field detection. Method of grouting quality testing is almost based on the time-frequency analysis. Based on the theory of impact-echo method and through plane testing method for data collection, the paper establishes a corresponding empty estimation model. After that, the paper makes reasonable and accurate assessment of the prediction for the corrugated pipe hole grouting compactness through the analysis of testing data. The field measurement results of five kinds of different compactness of 18cm thick concrete member corrugated pipe of full-compacting, 3/4-compacting, 1/2-compacting, 1/4-compacting and completely empty are obtained and shown in Figure  5 -11. Analyze the collected data with empty estimation model to get the relevant data which are shown in Table 2 : It can be quickly calculated for coefficient values of K through acoustic parameter data of Table 2 to determine the size of the hole diameter measured values R. True value and the measured data comparison of hole diameter are shown in Figure 12 .
According to fitted curves for the measured value of the hole diameter to the theoretical value, correlation coefficient for two curves is R=0.9426. In general, correlation coefficient which is greater than 0.5, can be considered as a higher degree of linear correlation. It can be seen that the duct grouting compactness of quantitative detection and evaluation is high degree of accuracy. It is worth noting that: there is the similar reflection path under the condition that the inner diameter of empty estimation model greater than T R transducer spacing, so to some extent, it limits the range of hole diameter detection. At the same time, due to the empty estimation model need the high accuracy, it will produce certain error in determining the first wave sound of reflection wave and diffracted wave, which needs further research. 
CONCLUSION
(1) Impact-echo method is practical stronger, and has more stable and accurate testing data with general testing methods. (2) Impact-echo will produce different sound response through different compactness of corrugated pipe channel. (3) Impact-echo method can detect 18cm thick concrete member quantitatively, the consistent degree is high with the theoretical value and the measured values which were obtained through the hole estimate model. (4) Through artificial setting defects of corrugated pipe channel and field detection simulation of the impact-echo, the method was verified which was based on the theory of the impact-echo and then establish the empty estimation model hole to estimate the hole diameter. The results prove that: quantitative evaluation and detection of impact-echo method can effectively detect the bellows duct grouting quality.
